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2. 

I� ��� ����� �� ��ur����, ��� �� ���o���� �� �� g���� �� ���: ��� ��� � ����� �o� ����-
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3. 

Who is most likely to:

1 Converse politely with a telemarketer

2 Bounce back from rejection

3 Call out a challenge

4 Holiday in a developing country

5 Humour the ranting drunk at a party

6 Listen more than they talk

7 Run for election

8 Talk to elderly relatives at a wedding

9 Be the fire warden at the o�ce



10 Fundraise after a natural disaster

11 Ask you interesting questions

12 Join neighbourhood watch

13 Have a subscription to the Economist

14 Make new friends quickly

15 Host an epic party

16 Live and let live

17 Care when you’re sick

18 Challenge your thinking

19 Defy the aging process

20 Say the right thing when you're crying

21 Make a notable entrance

22 Have a neat sock drawer

23 Make rational decisions

24 Apologise first after a fight

25 Charm new people

26 Tell the waiter if they’re under-charged

27 Remember your birthday

28 Ponder the meaning of life

29 Tackle a terrorist on a plane

30 Go to an art gallery alone



31 Be themselves at all times

32 Ask people intimate questions

33 Break minor tra�c laws

34 Defend their friend's honor 

35 Dedicate themselves to a project

36 Keep a secret

37 Reduce, re-use, recycle

38 Live in the moment

39 Plan for the future

40 Forgive their foe

41 Say it like it is

42 Prioritise fun and frolics

43 Put in the hard yards

44 Tell the truth

45 Lend you money

46 Rescue a cat from a tree

47 Travel the world alone

48 Have an existential crisis

49 Know which wine to order

50 Honor their commitments

51 Stop and smell the roses

52 Roll with the punches



53 Interrupt you

54 Agonize over a decision

55 Complain about the service in a restaurant

56 Deliver home truths to friends

57 Rage against the machine

58 Have a spreadsheet for personal a�airs

59 Cry at work

60 Laugh at a funeral

61 Conform to their gender stereotype

62 Laugh at a fart joke

63 Think they’re being followed

64 Believe in aliens

65 Fudge the facts

66 Get away with a crime

67 Forget to turn o� the iron

68 Blow their wages on scratchcards

69 Build a nuclear bunker

70 Still have their communion money

71 Fall for your April Fool’s joke

72 Get impatient

73 Turn up late for the party



74 Quit work, Jerry Maguire style

75 Hold extreme beliefs

76 Join a cult

77 Adopt an extreme diet

78 Live in a penthouse with a hot tub

79 Be unfamiliar with world a�airs

80 Send your a card at Christmas

81 Have a secret side hustle

82 Cover their pin number at the ATM

83 Have a name for their house plant

84 Start a political debate at dinner

85 Ask you what you earn

86 Change their mind 

87 Invite strangers into their home

88 Leave the party before midnight

89 Spill the beans

90 Tweet abuse at a politician

91 Engage in humble bragging

92 Stop a celebrity and ask for a photo

93 Exaggerate in a story

94 Blank someone

95 Hold a grudge



96 Write a memoir

97 Bring up the subject of death

98 Indulge in road rage

99 Comfortably engage in small talk

100 Deliver sage advice


